Other yet to be confirmed student organizations:
- Soon to be established Pueblo Alliance of UNM
- Society of Native American Graduate Students (SNAGS)
- Native American Law Students Association (NALSA)
- Alpha Pi Omega
- Beta Sigma Epsilon
- Diné of UNM
- Kiva Club
- Native American Studies Indigenous Research Group (NASIRG)

This exhibit will spotlight Indigenous students. The exhibit will spotlight the various activities and projects developed through the talents of Indigenous students. This exhibit is a partnership between INLP and the diverse student organizations at UNM. We are excited to focus on the next exhibit, this exhibit is called We Are UNM! This exhibit is a partnership between INLP and the diverse student organizations at UNM.

The first INLP exhibit highlighted and celebrated the many talents of Indigenous Faculty at UNM. We are excited to focus on the next exhibit, this exhibit is called We Are UNM! This exhibit is a partnership between INLP and the diverse student organizations at UNM.

We Are UNM! Exhibit
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This book will be on display at INLP.

INLP highly recommends this book for investigating the root of sociocultural knowledge and its relation to women all knowledge ceases to exist! This book is beautifully compiled and the cover is exquisite. Living on the Land: Indigenous Women’s Knowledge and Development, by Lila L. Wilcox, is a must-read for anyone interested in the importance of women’s knowledge. The various methodological perspectives highlighted in this book explore the nature and scope of indigenous women’s knowledge. Understanding of Place, is a book that speaks volumes about the intimate nature of knowledge processes that indigenous women possess. The intimate nature of knowledge processes that indigenous women possess is the key to understanding the importance of women in a society for knowledge development and transmission. It says, without the important figure of women in a society for knowledge development and transmission, we will lose all knowledge. This collection focuses on the important figure of women in a society for knowledge development and transmission. We are excited to focus on the next exhibit, this exhibit is called We Are UNM! This exhibit is a partnership between INLP and the diverse student organizations at UNM.

We are also fortunate to past INLP personnel for their guidance and dedication to Indigenous librarianship. INLP does not want to be an academic gatekeeper but a doorway into the academic world. INLP understands that Indigenous language is paramount and decolonizing academia is instituted. INLP collects academic stories and curates them in INLP but we want to support innovative and culturally sensitive programs to the Indigenous community at UNM. We are also fortunate to past INLP personnel for their guidance and dedication to Indigenous librarianship. INLP does not want to be an academic gatekeeper but a doorway into the academic world. INLP understands that Indigenous language is paramount and decolonizing academia is instituted. INLP collects academic stories and curates them in INLP but we want to support innovative and culturally sensitive programs to the Indigenous community at UNM.

This month’s newsletter includes:
- Featured Book
- INLP Exhibit
- INLP Podcasts
- INLP Strategic Planning
- Upcoming Events

Hello,

We will notify you when our first podcast is available. We invite all ideas and participants for our podcast series. Thank you very much for taking the time to read our newsletter. If you have any questions please contact: Kevin Brown, Program Specialist. azkat07@unm.edu

Thank you,